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BASIC DEFINITIONS
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ADME - Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion

“How does the body handle the chemical”

Pharmacokinetics (PK) - the assessment of ADME at pharmacologically relevant levels 

Toxicokinetics (TK) - the assessment of ADME at toxic levels or of toxicants

When the pharmacokinetic / toxicokinetic processes lead to a “biologically effective” dose of drug / toxicant in 
the system, a pharmacological response / an adverse event is produced

Biokinetics



REGULATORY SETTING FOR (BIO)KINETICS
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Pharmaceuticals:

Kinetics included as part of repeat dose studies and as stand-alone studies since the ‘90: 

In 1991, adverse pharmacokinetic and bioavailability results were the most significant cause of attrition (about 
40%), dropping to less than 10% in 2000. 

Agrochemicals:

For active substances, animal ADME studies have been part of the regulatory requirements since ‘90. EU 
regulation 283/2013, introduced in vitro metabolism studies, and the inclusion of toxicokinetics in repeat dose 
toxicity studies. 

Chemicals:

While REACH regulation challenges the chemical industry to develop rapid, relevant, cost-effective in vitro 
assays to reliably predict human toxicity, it does not require ADME data. 

However, REACH regulation allows for Read-Across assessment on the basis of (bio)transformation (Read-Across 
Assessment Framework (RAAF), 2017). 

Europe



READ-ACROSS ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
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Scenario Approach Read-Across hypothesis based on Quantitative Variations

1 Analogue (Bio)transformation to common
compound(s)

Property of the target substance predicted to
be quantitatively equal to those of the 
source substance or prediction based on a 
worst-case approach.

3 Category (Bio)transformation to common
compound(s)

Variations in the properties observed among
source substances. Prediction based on a
regular pattern or on a worst-case approach.

5 Category (Bio)transformation to common
compound(s)

No relevant variations in properties observed
among source substances and the same
strength predicted for the target substance.



EXAMPLE 1 RAAF DOCUMENT
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The source substance AY and the target substance AZ are structurally similar substances, which are rapidly

and extensively absorbed after administration. Both substances are (bio)transformed in the same tissue/

organ to the common compound A and to the non-common compounds Y and Z.

The common compound A is solely responsible for the (absence of) effects. The (bio)transformation of

the parent substances is rapid and extensive and therefore, only no/negligible systemic exposure to them

occurs. Exposure to the non-common compounds Y and Z does not influence the prediction of the property

under consideration. The effects of the target substance AZ are predicted to be equal to the effects of the

source substance AY for the property under consideration.

Common identical compound formed from both the target and the source substances

Parent substances (Bio)transformation Common 
compound

Non-common 
compounds

Source AY AY -> A + Y A Y

Target AZ AZ -> A + Z A Z



EXAMPLE 2 RAAF DOCUMENT
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The source substance A and the target substance B are structurally similar substances, which are rapidly and extensively absorbed

after administration. Substance A is not (bio)transformed. Substance B is rapidly and extensively biotransformed to substance A, and 

therefore, no/negligible systemic exposure to substance B occurs. The source substance A is the common compound in this analogue 

approach. The common compound A is solely responsible for the (absence of) effects. The effects of the target substance B are

predicted to be equal to the effects of the source substance A for the property under consideration.

Alternative scenario: A is transformed to metabolites, but B is transformed solely to A, and then further metabolized according to 

pathway of A.

Common compound is the unchanged form of the source substance

Parent substances (Bio)transformation Common 
compound

Non-common 
compounds

Source A A -> not transformed A -

Target B B -> A A -



READ-ACROSS ASSESSMENT
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Some noteworthy observations:

Although the RAAF seems to focus on biotransformation/metabolism, other kinetic aspects play a crucial role. 
Some of those are also mentioned in the examples:

• Rapid and extensive Absorption
• Biotransformed in the same tissue/organs – Distribution
• Biotransformation of parent is rapid and extensive – Metabolism rate and amount
• No or negligible systemic exposure to parent – Quantitative information

This implies that not just the metabolism or biotransformation of a parent compound needs to be studied, but 
also all other aspect of its kinetics. This also needs to be compared between the source and target compound -> 
Full kinetic assessment of substance(s) needed!

Supporting evidence may range from theoretical considerations or expert systems, to results from in vivo or in 
vitro studies. For many cases, toxicokinetic data constitute valuable supporting evidence. Often quantitative
information is needed.



SOME RECENT REQUESTS
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• Demonstrate the complete hydrolysis of an ester (to common compounds) and no systemic exposure to 
ester. 

• Demonstrate hydrolysis of di-ester to common compounds, and possible intermediate mono-ester. 

• Demonstrate a proposed metabolic pathway – half-lives of parent and proposed metabolites are needed

• Demonstrate similar absorption of structural similar compound and biotransformation of structural similar 
substances to same common compound

Often, focus from client is just on biotransformation: 

“Can we perform an in-vitro metabolism study to demonstrate rapid metabolism and similar metabolites?”



HOW TO STUDY (BIO)KINETICS
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How do we study kinetic properties of compounds? 

• In-vivo (animal) studies vs in-vitro studies

• What aspects are important for both types of investigations

• How do we interpret data?

• Can we get quantitative information?

Let’s start with basic (bio)kinetics



ADME / Kinetic processes

A = Absorption

D = Distribution

M = Metabolism / Biotransformation

E = Excretion
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ABSORPTION
Movement of a drug from the site of administration into the blood

Solubility / stability

Permeability

Efflux

Metabolism 

Stratum corneum rate-limiting

Molecular size / shape

Solubility

Ionization

Lipid solubility

Particle size

Solubility

Exhalation

Metabolism
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DISTRIBUTION
Process by which a compound reversibly leaves the site of administration and is distributed 

throughout the tissues of the body.

Rate and Extent are dependent upon:

• Proportion of blood flow: lung – kidney, liver > brain, 
skeletal muscle > adipose tissue, bone

- Heart, liver, kidney, CNS within minutes; muscle, most 
viscera, skin and fat require longer time

• Ability of compound to traverse biological membranes

• Degree of binding to blood proteins – protein-bound 
compound is not available to reach target



METABOLISM OR BIOTRANSFORMATION
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Cytochrome P450 

Oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis

Chemical reactivity 

(in some cases)

Transferases

Glucuronidation, sulphation, gluthathione
conjugation

Conjugation with polar groups – water-solubility 

Phase I Phase II

Lipophilic
drugs and 
chemicals

Drug metabolism
Water soluble 

metabolite
Excretion into 
urine or bile

Elimination process
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EXCRETION
Elimination process

Major:

• Urine

• Glomerular filtration – passive process

• Tubular reabsorption – passive and active

• Tubular secretion – active transport

• (Bile – actually a distribution phase if 
enterohepatic recycling occurs)

Minor:

• Saliva, sweat, milk, other body fluids

• Exhalation
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HOW TO STUDY KINETICS

• Species: rats

• Oral administration

• Sample at multiple timepoints for blood or 
plasma

• Determine kinetic parameters: 

• tmax, Cmax - absorption

• t1/2 – elimination

• AUC – total exposure

• Need validated Bioanalytical method for parent

• Metabolite determination in plasma possible

Plasma or blood kinetics

Animal studies

tmax
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Mass-balance study

ANIMAL STUDIES

OECD417

• Species: rats

• Oral administration with radiolabel

• Sample excreta at multiple intervals 

• Determine routes and rates of excretion: 

• Absorption = % radioactivity urine + bile

• Distribution if organs are collected

• Metabolism in urine, bile etc

• Excretion in each matrix assessed

• Radioactivity analysis

• Metabolite determination in excreta possible and 
quantitative based on radio-HPLC

(h)



METABOLITE PROFILING AND IDENTIFICATION
Metabolite identification: accurate Mass/ High Resolution Mass Spectrometry
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Use plasma, urine, bile, fecal extracts

Use Liquid-Chromatography Mass-Spectrometry

• Accurate mass high resolution instrumentation with Orbitrap™ technology

• Used for qualitative determination of unknown metabolites

• No quantitative information

Quantitative information on metabolites can be obtained by using:

• Validated bioanalytical methods for metabolites, if reference standards are available

• Radiolabeled compound



HOW TO STUDY (BIO)KINETICS
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Rapid and extensive Absorption 

Study type 1: tmax/cmax , but extent only if compared with IV. 

Study type 2: from excreta data, but only on total radioactivity

Questions answered?

% absorption = AUCoral/ AUCiv * Dose iv/Dose oral
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PRIMARY KINETIC PARAMETERS

• Clearance: 

• The volume of blood (or plasma) irreversibly cleared of 
drug per unit time

• Total clearance is the sum of all routes of elimination 
(CLtotal = CLrenal + CLmetabolism + Clbile + CLother)

• Volume of distribution:

• The apparent volume in which a drug distributes in the 
body at a given point in time

• Rarely a physiological volume

Intravenous bolus administration



HOW TO STUDY (BIO)KINETICS
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Biotransformed in the same tissue/organs – Distribution

Study type 1: no information on biotransformation in organs/tissues 

assumption: concentration substance in blood = concentration substance in rapidly-perfused tissues

Study type 2: information on total radioactivity distribution

Biotransformation of parent is rapid and extensive – Metabolism rate and amount 

Study type 1:  t1/2 is elimination by all routes for parent, thus metabolism and excretion.

Information on metabolic rates and amounts only if quantitative metabolite analysis

Study type 2: use of radio-HPLC with MS gives information on metabolite identity and rates

No or negligible systemic exposure to parent – Quantitative information 

Study type 1: AUC = systemic exposure

Study type 2: Only total radioactivity known

Questions answered?



IN-VITRO MODELS
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(Oral) Absorption

Solubility / stability 
GI tract

• Gastric fluid

• Intestinal fluid

Permeability

• PAMPA
• Artificial membrane, 

passive diffusion only

• Cell models
• Caco-2, MDR1-MDCK, 

MDCK, BCRP-MDCK

Efflux transport

• Cell models
• Caco-2, MDR1-MDCK

Metabolism

• Intestinal 
microsomes
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Permeability and P-gp transport

CACO-2 CELL MODEL

• Caco-2 cells are cultured in a 24-well filter plate 

• The test substance concentration are measured in 
the receptor and/or donor compartment using LSC 
(radiolabeled substance) or LC-MS (unlabeled 
substance)

• Reference compounds: Atenolol (low) and 
Propranolol  (high)

• Permeability expressed as Papp (cm/s)

- Papp < 2×10-6 cm/s = low permeability

- Papp 2 - 20×10-6 cm/s = medium permeability

- Papp > 20×10-6 cm/s = high permeability

• No clear correlation between Papp and % 
absorption in vivo



IN-VITRO MODELS
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• Plasma protein binding can be assessed in-vitro:

• Rapid equilibrium dialysis

• The test substance concentration are measured

in the plasma and buffer compartment 

using LSC (radiolabeled substance) 

or LC-MS (unlabeled substance)

• Fu = fraction unbound

• Other options to “study distribution” in-vitro:

• Assess plasma:tissue (homogenates) binding

• Assess partition coefficients (Po/w)

• Some models exist to study specific distribution, eg BBB models

for assessing brain penetration

Distribution

Protein-bound drug

Free compound = 
effect and clearance



IN VITRO MODELS
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Metabolism

(14C-)Test Article + µsomes + 
cofactor (+ metabolic modifiers)

(14C)-Test Article + hepatocytes 
(+ metabolic modifiers)
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• Rate of metabolism (t1/2, 
CLint)

• Extent of metabolism
• Number, quantity and 

identity (accurate MS) of 
metabolites
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METABOLIC SYSTEMS
Different cell systems

S9: 

• Supernatant fraction 
contains cytosol (phase II) 
and microsomes (phase I).

• Easy to use and cheap.

Microsomes:

• Vesicle-like artifacts reformed 
from pieces of the endoplasmatic
reticulum (ER). Microsomes are 
not present in healthy, living cells.

• Easy to use, cheap; needs co-
factors

Hepatocytes:

• Make up 70-85% of the liver's 
mass.

• Complete phase I and II 
metabolism

• Cryopreserved hepatocytes

• Primary hepatocyte cultures



POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION IN STUDY SET-UP
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01
Human or rat
Which species should be studied

02
Quantitative data assessment
Use of radiolabel

03 Microsomes from different organs/tissues

04 Poorly soluble compounds

05
Allow adequate analytical sensitivity
Low enough for poorly soluble compounds
Should not saturate metabolism

Starting concentration range 1-10 µM



IN-VITRO MODELS
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Excretion

Glomerular 
filtration

• No in vitro models 
described

• 3D models, organ-
on-a-chip, stem cells

Passive Tubular 
reabsorption

• Drug lipophilicity / 
other phys-chem

• Cell models
• Possibly: LLC-PK1 

(pig), Caco-2 
(human),  MDCK 
(canine) 

Active secretion

• Cell models (CHO, HEK-
293, MDCK-II) 
expressing transporters 
like OCT, OAT and MATE

• Primary cultured renal 
proximal cells

• Kidney slices, vesicles, 
kidney-on-a-chip

Metabolism

• Kidney microsomes/ 
S9 / cytosol

None of these models are used yet as standard assays, not even in pharmaceutical industry!



HOW TO STUDY PHARMACOKINETICS
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Rapid and extensive Absorption 

Extent, more or less from Papp, but no absolute value! No rate of absorption

Biotransformed in the same tissue/organs – Distribution

Partitioning to organs and plasma protein binding can be derived, but no actual concentration data

Biotransformation in organs/tissues could be studied with different organ fractions

Biotransformation of parent is rapid and extensive – Metabolism rate and amount 

t1/2 / intrinsic clearance for compound is obtained

number of metabolites, amounts, rates can also be obtained (but require radiolabel)

No or negligible systemic exposure to parent – Quantitative information 

Cannot be derived from in-vitro experiments per se

Questions answered?



CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
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For Read-Across assessments based on biotransformation, a large amount of kinetic information is needed.

In-vivo or In-vitro studies can be informative, but they do not provide all requested information at the same 
time. Both have their drawbacks and advantages. All kinetic studies, whether in-vivo or in-vitro require 
analytical methods and techniques!

ECHA encourages the use of in-vitro models. In-vitro models can provide individual aspects of absorption, 
distribution and metabolism, but would require other methods to put this into context and come up with 
systemic exposure data

How about Physiologically–Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) Models?


